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. . . will become cloudy with a 30
percent chance of rai n late in the day
and h i g hs in the m id-40s. Tuesday
night will be cloudy with an 80 percent
chance of rain .

More bargaining

BOG's only hope

By JEFF MADSEN

Staff writer

DAN REIBLE I Photo editor

right, pulls his dinner home in the
Shari, the other dog , and owner
hater of C harleston walk along .

�

Cassie, 17 months, is training for this winter
when she starts putfing Schafer on S is.
Cassie uses a backpack for smaller loads.

The Boa.rd of Governors' only
hope for additional state funds
is to bargain with the General
Assembly in its spring session,
, said Rep. Mike Weaver, R
Charleston.
"About the only choice we
have left is for the BOG
(Eastern's governing body) to
rebargain for additional ap
propriations in the spring,"
Weaver said. "And if the
general assembly does actually
award
additional
ap
propriations, the amount they·
award will depend largely upon
how the tuition increases have
affected each university."
During the fall veto session,
higher education was virtually
ignored as legislators approved
$3.2 million for the Illinois
Mathematics and Science
Academy and another $19.0
million for elementary and

secondary education.
BOG spokesperson Pam
Meyer said the quality of
education at all five of the BOG
universites has already been
greatly jeopardized and will
only get worse if additional
general revenue funds are not
appropriated.
"At this time, our position
(BOG) is that additional·
revenue is sorely needed for all
five universities," Meyer said ..
"We are working to make a
case to present to the public
an<! to the general assembly so
people can understand just how
important it is to maintain
quality education," she added.
Meyer also said the BOG is
working to unfold that "case,"
but details are unavailable
since the BOG is still in the
preliminary planning stages.
"There. has beel;l a concerp.
that maybe we haven't done a
($ee MORE, page 7)

nd recounts student's fall from balcony.
d has admitted
what happened
when an Eastern
ntly fell from a
cony at Page One
0 S. Sixth St.
tsey, an Eastern
, said she went to
e
with Eastern
Stacey Wainman
ahe fell from the fire
e fire escape is
tside a door located
floor of Page One.
·

Many questions had surfaced
as to how Wainman fell from
the fire escai)e, how she got on
the fire escape and where she
had been before arriving at
Page One.
"She ·did not climb up that
fire escape," Lightsey said.
"She just went out there to get
some air because she was hot
from dancing."
Wainman went out on the
fire escape with another girl,
Lightsey said. The girl who
went out on the fire· escape
with Wainman could not be

reached for comment Monday.
The two girls then turned to
go back inside the bar,
however, ·wainman's foot
slipped through a hole,
Lightsey said. She then fell on
her knees, hit her head on a rail
and fell backward, Lightsey
added.
"She landed on her knees
(after falling to the ground),"
Lightsey said. "Some guys were
walking by and saw her. They
thought she was drunk and had
passed out so they laid her on
her back.''

The -woman who was on the
fire escape with Wainman
rushed down to the alley where
Wainman fell and told the men
not to move her because she
·had fallen.
Lightsey, who had been with
Wainman since 4 p.m., said
Wainman did not fall because
she was intoxicated.
Lightsey said at 4 p.m. she
and four other girls went to
Mother's and later went to
McDonald's. They then went
back home to get ready before
going to Page One, Lightsey

ndation �nharmed by shifts in market
ITT

editor

Foundation suffered no
loss from the recent erratic
the stock market, said
Officer Dan Thornburgh.
Bank and Trust holds our
and they are responsible for
e best possible amount of
us without being too con
and seeing that we don't lose
Thornburgh, who is also
director ·of' university
·

Id some. stocks for bonds
safer)," he said. ''You have a·
return on bonds and notes."
dation's funds are now 38
s. and 62 percent bonds
all of the Foundation's in
echolarshipa is unaffected by
JJUU"ket. "All the income for
is secure," he said.
problem with that. "
, "Th e great concern that we

have, of course, is to have the money
for scholarships and other programs as
financed through the Foundation."
Thornburgh said $200,000 has been
donated to the Foundation, but would
not disclose where the money comes
from or what it will be used for until it
is formally announced noon Tuesday in
Robinson, the home �of Foundation
President David Musgrave. Musgrave
who is also president of the First
National Bank of Robinson.
The money will place the Foundation
beyond 85 percent in its 10th decade
campaign, Thornburgh said, putting
the campaign a year and a half ahe;id of
schedule.
Because the campaign is nearing
completion, the Foundation is making
. plans to hire a fundraising �onsulting
firm, and has narrowed the search to
two companies: Ketchum, which has its
main office in Chicago, and Barnes and
Roche, which has its main office in
Philadelphia.
Both firms are to submit m,ore data
·

before the decision is made.
''During the calendar year 1988, we
will have one of (the) two firms ad
vising us," Thornburg said. - The
decisions will be made when Ketchum
visits campus on Dec. 17, and Barnes
and Roche visits campus on Dec. 16.
''We are very grateful to the response
of our friends, alumni, parents and
people who support the Foundation
through itS donations," Thornburgh
said.
The Foundation's contributions from
alumni have risen from 17 to 25
percent, said Audrey Dumentat,
director of annual givings.
''We have a very high participation in
our annual givings," Dumentat said.
"For this year, I'm prediciliig $150,000
through those efforts," she said,
referring to the telefunds conducted by
the colleges. Dumentat is also acting
director of alumni relations.
In the telefunds, the different
colleges call their alumni to request
donations.

said.
The upstairs bar at Page One
did not open until 9 p.m. The
five girls, however arrived at
the top of Page One at 8:30
p.m. and were dancing to music
provided liy the disc jockey.
John Ward, owner of Page
One, said when the girls
arrived, the upstairs was
' not
open to the public.
"She was
not drunk,"
Lightsey said. "We (five girls)
had been there since 8:30 p.m.
and it was just the disc jockey
(See WITNESS, page 7)
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-cuban inmates sei:ze-25 ho�tages·
burn building in Atlanta, Oakdale

-Associated Press

StAte/NAtlon/World

ATLANTA (AP)-Cuban in- which· was surrounded by city - inmates happened to be
The inmates, - amo
awaiting deportation police and firefighters, Georgia
mates
CHICAGO-An apparent video pirate wearing a ''Max
Cubans held at the
troopers . and
Patrol
seized several hostages and State
Headroom" mask broke irito Big. Time TV, bared his
started a fire 'in·
torched buildings Monday as· emergency medical personnel.
., derriere and briefly took control - of two _television factory _9f the prison
Armed prison officials held
they tried to take overthe federal
broadcasts.
.
complex, a building
prison during a lunch break, control of some parts of the main
But the bogus ''Max Headroom" appeared to be but a pale
behind the prison, he
authorities said. At least six building and 23-acre compound,
shadow of the real TV hero.
Fire trucks remain
people were irijured, including but authorities refused to discuss
The real Max, a futuristic computer-generated character,
the gates of the
. - what areas were tinder �ate
. two inmates who were shot.
was full of off�beat humorand routinely savedthe world in
compound.. Caltabiano
The action in Atlanta followed ·control.
his television series.
details on the extent
The Atlanta inmates had no
a similar revolt by Cuban illBut the character wearing a-MaX-Headroom·mask who
n a number damage..
mates who still controlled a guns but were holdig
interrupted programming on two Chicago stations Sunday
Inmates had made rio
detention ,. Of hostages, including federal
burned-0ut - federal
night spoke in a garbled voice that was virtually unin�
said _Mike - and FBI negotiators
.center near Oakdale, La. The · prison officials,
telligible. His humor amounted to getting spanked with a
inmates threat�:med Monday to Caltabiano, exeeutive assistant to to persuade them ro
fly swatter on his bare buttocks.
hostages, Caltabiano
the U.S. Penitentiary warden.
. kill 25 hostages if authorities
Aiidrew Yocom, a spokesman for WTTW, Channel ll.
Caltabiano said·.- guards fired declined to Sa.y h
stormed the facility.
said the station received hundreds of telephone calls from .
several "warning shots," but he hostages had been taken
Thick black smoke poiired from
viewers wondering what was going on - when the British
declined to explain how two they were being held.
the stone prison . in Atlanta,
fantasy series "Doctor Who" went off the air for 1 minute·
and 28 seconds and the masked Max came on.
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Team of-missiles- ex.perts appointe

·

1987 Thanksgiving will-cost less

PARK RIDGE-Here's good news! You can stuff yourself
with 18 percent more food pn Thanksgiving without it
costing a penriy more than last year.
�es, folks, you can cook up a traditional dinner for
yourself and nine friends arid shell out an average of
$24.51 down from the $29.75 it would have cost in 1986.
This is the calculation of the American Farm Bureau
Federation, which surveyed prices in California, Colorado,
Georgia, lliinois, Kentucky, Minnesota, New York, Texas
and Washington D.C.
Prices varied from market to market; with cheap eats in
California at $20.83, while the nation's capital set the high
mark at $27.40:

tq work o ut obstacles in arms pact
'

.

-

·
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Vanna White's look-alike chosen ,
_

ENERGY-Jamie -White doesn't think she looks that
much like television celebrity Vanna White.
But that didn't stop a group of judges in Chicago front
choosing her the closest look-alike in the nation to Vanna,
best known as the glamour girl who turns letters on the
game show ''Wheel of Fortune."
"I thought everybody would make fun of me," s�id the
18-year-old from- Energy, a Southern Illinois town of
1,100. "But they've all been saying, 'Congratulations."'
Miss White said a group of friends persuaded her to
enter a local Vanna White look-alike contest. She won,
then juciges in St. Louis chose her as the regional winner.
Recently, she learned she had won the national com
petition. Nationally, the Spring Air Co., for which Vantia
White is the spokeswoman, hosted the contest.
"My friends said, 'What the heck, you don't have
anything to lose,"\ she said, recalling her visit to a local
club several weeks ago holding the competition. "I was in
jeans and a sweater. Everybody �lse had on theii sequined
dresses."

GENEVA (AP)-Secre�ry of
U.S. side by Paul H. Nitze, senior
State George P. Shultz and . arms control adviser, and by
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Marshal Sergei Akhromeyev,
A. ShevardnadZe appointed a chief of the Soviet general staff.
team of arms experts Monday to
Another U.S.-Soviet t.eam, led
clear
obstacles
blocking a
by U.S. Assistant Secretary �-of
superpower ban on intermediateState _Rozanne L. Ridgway and
range nuclear missiles.
.
Anatoly - Adamyshin; a Soviet
There was no immediate report
deputy foreign minister, .worked
on whether the team of U.S. and separately on human - rights,
Soviet specialists, battling a
regional and bilateral issues.
summit deadline, would have the
Shultz and Shevardnadze met
arms accord ready for President
for more than five hours _Mon
Reagan
and
Soviet
leader' day, concentrating on setting a
Mikhail S. Gorbachev· to sign
schedule for the summit.
Dec. 9.
Gorbachev is due to arrive in
·
The group was· headed on the
Washingto!1 on Dec. 7 and meet
·

·

·

·

Strait of Hormuz, the Persian
Gulfs narrow entrance, after the
Iranians asked by radio about
their ·identity,
cargoes
and
destinations,
the
shipping
executives said. Iranian vessels
often stop or question vessels
passing through Hormuz.

MANAMA, B rain (AP)--An
Iranian . frigate
shelled
two
frel.ghters bound
r Kuwait and
Saudi Arabia in a tacks Monday
that set both ab ze, wounded
three crewmen ·
nearly blew
the superstructur off one ship,
salvage agents said.
The ships wer� tacked in the

a�
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,with Reagan Dec.
treaty tO elitninate n
U.S. and Soviet in
range missiles is the
ceriterpiece of the s
Shultz and Shevar
for ·photographers,
them to shake, h
dodged
the
few
reporters were able to
"The
talks
are
businesslike,
straig
and constructive," S
"That's always been
talks with the foreign
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Enrollment cut off
for next semester

By ERIC WEDEKING

Senior reporter

·

m

maintenance workers escavate to
for a new wood fence west of the

Life Science Building. From left to right are
Larry Snobe and Joe Jones.

An admissions cutoff for
incoming freshmen and college
transfers to Eastern for spring
semester 1988 was imposed for
the first time last Friday.
Director of Admissions Dale
Wolf said the cutoff was im
plemented
because
ap
plications for admission were
well in excess of the spring of
1986.
"We were running ap
pi'oximately two to three weeks
ahead of last year's admission
figures," Wolf said. "We felt it
was time to cut things off."
Because of limited funds and
facilities to accommodate a set
number of students, Wolf said
the cutoff was necessary to
stem potential underfunding
and overcrowding.
Eastern President Stanley
Rives agreed with Wolf, but
said the increased demand for
admission puts Eastern in a
favorable light.
''We regret the need, for the
first time to my knowledge, to
close undergraduate admission
for the spring semester," Rives
said in a prepared statement.
"But we are obviously pleased
that more students want to
attend Eastern than we have

the resources or facilities to
accommodate."
Students exempt from the
early cutoff are former Eastern
students applying for read
mission; graduate students and
students receiving designated
institutional scholarships and
awards.
Wolf said he would not
speculate what the total
enrollment for the 1988 spring
semester would be until
enrollment totals were issued
by Rives 10 days after the
spring classes had begun.
High schools and community
colleges in Illinois were sent a
letter dated Nov. 6 stating
Eastern was considering the
possibility of an early cutoff
for both spring and fall terms
of 1988.
No one particular group of
students that applied for
admission was responsible for
the early cutoff, Wolf said.
Freshmen applications for
admission for fall 1988
semester have been running 46
percent over last year's ap
plications for the same time
last year, Wolf said.
And in addition to the 46
percent increase, transfer
applications have been running
considerably higher, he added.

ate, Black Student Union working on fashion show
pt to help a local charity
the Charleston community
closer together, the
te and Black Student
begun work on a campus
show slated for February.
Committee Chair Andrea
the purpose of the fashion
"to involve as many
as possible and to form
tions and unity throughout
"

have been sent to ap100 of Eastern's 110
tions to fmd workers
for the Feb. 18 show, Pyle
·

her Paul Johnson said
k, also a BSU member,
for the show and -began
·

planning in September and October.
The personnel committee plans to
have 25 models for the show, Pyle said.
It is hoped that at least one person
from each organization will become
involved with the show as a model or on
crews.
In addition, "to better the
relationships between community and
campus," letters have been sent to area
businesses soliciting support, Johnson
said.
The show is being presented to help
the Big Brother/Big Sister program of
Coles County, Pyle noted.
To raise funds for the show, Johnson
said the groups have conducted bake
and carnation sales.
He noted during the week before
fmals, candy canes, reindeer and
stockings made by children from the
Big Brother/Big Sister programs will be

sold throughout campus.
guys, but you don't want it ·to be unbalanced.':
"It will look good for everyone involved," Johnson said.
Also, local merchants are being
Student Body President Deb Camren
contacted tr- donate door prizes,
said, ''We can always use more people."
Johnson said.
Dresses and outfits for the show are
To _date, three businesses have
being obtained from area businesses,
donated prizes. "Hopefully we11 get
Johnson said. Clothing stores in
more prizes than that," he added.
Champaign and Mattoon are also being
Big Brother/ Big Sister of Coles
requested for support and outfits.
County currently has 75 children in the
''The community, for the most part,
program and only 48 have been
seemed to be pretty receptive,"
matched up.
Johnson said.
" Big Brother/Big f?ister is always
Johnson -said the committee is also
looking fol'> big brothers and big
discussing the possibility of using
sisters," Camren said.
children as models.
Johnson added the•' program only
.
Johnson said the children should help
requires a c�uple of hours a w�k, but
attract community support. ''We're
"it's also a year commitment."
looking for the community draw also.
He said the fashion .show . was
"We're trying to stay as local as
deveioped.because �e origiJW purpose
possible," he added.
wat to have a campus-Wide event other
"We're going to get more girls than .. "'th� athle�c;s ·
·

ersity Board wins 2 awards
ersity Board was
with two honorable
at the National
of Campus Ac
erence in Peoria.
competing with 80
ed an outstanding
and a reversed
·

Jeff Lyngaas said
ding delegation
chosen on par
levels in all areas of
nee mcluding effort
ble dedication of
throughout the

•

·

said Eastern has
ated for this award
m a row, and
e home not only
que, but' with the
that "Eastern is set
other schools."
that "Eastern was
by others to be above

·

He said the board looked into
the rest" at the conference,
which lasted Thursday through exhibits including "Comedian
He!try Cho," "The magic
Sunday.
The NACA conference comedy of Bob Gamee," and
premiered up and coming ca:reer speaker Dave Swanson.
national acts and educational - &wanson, who has worked
sessions presented by the with a number of nationally
foremost authorities in the prominent corporations, in
higher educational and en cluding: CBS Records, Mobil
Oil and IBM, will speak about
tertainment fields.
Lyngaas said the cost of the careers, interviewing and
convention, $70 per person, resumes in February, Lyngaas
was included in the U B budget. said.
He said the convention gave
He said besides getting the
the attending board, consisting schools and agents· together,
of 12 UB coordinators, two another benefit of the con
graduate students and three ference was to provide
staff members, an opportunity educational sessions.
The sessions are geared to
to preview and talk with more
help students '1earn about the
than 60 exhibitors.
The board met with and aspects of leadership and
discussed
exhibits
with effective committee func
associates from Florida, tioning," Lyngaas said.
He said he attended a session
Tennessee, New York and
on "comedy on the college
Chicago.
"That's how we get a great campus," which provided ideas
deal of talent that comes to our on how to program comedy
events.
campus," Lyngaas said.

·

·

Senate might hoSt Ryan;
definite date.notyet set
By RUSSELL STARE
Government editor

-

can be schectuied int.o one of
· the senate's regular
As early as the end of..the ·meetings, she said.
semester or January, Lt.
"It's very saldom Mr. Ryan
Gov. George Ryan could
speaks t.o a group oL this
speak to ·the Student Senat.e
size,"l.nckmansaid.
and any other interes¥
Ryan wilt �bl�t.ouch .
people, Elections Chair LOri _ on tlie STOP diug program
Lockman said.
hE; supports as well as other
Lockman said she does not topics he feels like
have a de1'mite date set for <liscussing when he speaks,
Ryan to speak, because she ' Lockman said.
has h"1 trouble getting in
"He usually tries t.o use
tou<\h with him.
some sort of guideline to hit
·

Lockman said she plans on
talking with Ryan over the
Thanksgiving break and
should have a definite dat.e
set for him to speak when
classes resume.
According to Lockman, no
approval from the senate is
necessary to schedule a
speaker. Getting Ryan to
speak depends on when he

the. most people" when he
speaks, she added.

Lockman added that Ryan
usually does not talk t.o a

group of less
people.

than

150

·Lockman said if Ryan is
promoted and the response
warrants a ballrom,
she
o
will try to reserve one for his
speech.
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Remember
to give thanks
on Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving is a time which means many
things to many people-turkey, cranberry
sauce, pumpkin pie, Pilgrims, football games
and Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade.
But amidst the turkey and football games,
it's important· to remember the origin of
Thanksgiving as well. Thanksgiving, just as
the riame implies .. is a
time to give tlianks.

With the Thanksgiving holiday
After hearing the ridiculous complaints of
on our horizon, now might be the
Right, the White House withdrew its recomme
perfect time to think about the
trying to save the nation from an emb
role of being gracious hosts and
situation.
respectful guests.
Which of us would leave the dinner table d
Tolerance is something we
Thanksgiving m eal because we've had s
ferences with our father's g uests? Such a s
sometimes need to practic e
would be as insulting and unimaginable.
w hile entertaining aunts, uncles
Drawing an analogy between a family gathe
and cousins with whom we m ay
d iplomatic visit might be a little simplistic.
not
have
especially
close
Gorbachev will soon be a guest in our country.
r e l at i o n s .
H o w e ve r ,
when
just an ordinary g uest and not for just an
families
come
together
for Sean Q.
occasion .
holidays, they often put aside
Hogan
And some o f our elected officials insist u
the differences and call to mind a
rud e .
common bond.
A joint session of Congress seems to
I n extend ing our invitations to friends and relatives,
credible bod y . It would be America's lawmaki
w e send signals. Throu g h our conduct we. send other
drawn together. Unlikely as it may seem , Con
indications of our feelings toward our g uests .
Strangely, while the nation is approach ing a holiday . do things in that s ituation-if noth ing more than
which revolves around such gatherings, some- f our
the head of one of this planet's two most influ
m ighty powers .
representatives in Congress found it app rcfp riate to
There couldn't be a more fitting time for a
threaten to be rude hosts should a comm unist guest
leader to address Congress . President Re
come for a visit'
Gorbachev. are on the verge of signing what
When conservatives heard that Soviet leader Mikhail
be the most significant nuclear arms treaty
Gorbachev might address a joint session of Congress
weapons were devised. This is a special oc
many threatened to leave House chambers i f he were
matter wh ich side of the Bering Strait you re fr
to speak Why, you ask? The answer is obvious .
Because he is communist,
A Gorbachev address wouldn't necessarily
to the arms agreement. His glasnost policy is
In rather blunt language they told Gorbachev, they
the most revolutionary approach to that nation'
don't even want to listen to him
since 1917.
The White House staff asked congressional leaders
if they felt the Soviet leader should address a -joint
With the arms treaty and h is reformation of
Union in m i nd , the Congress would serve the
session of the legislature while he visits the United
opening its chambers and ears to Gorbachev.
States. When a foreign dignitary 1s i nvited to address
Congress, our government 1s extending him a d istinct
-Sean 0. Hogan is a regular columnist for
Eastern News .
honor. And congressional leaders accepted.

· ·

Editorial

·

..

·

It may seem . like a
cliche to remind peo�e to give thanks for
their blessings on Thanksgiving, but isn't that
the basis on which Thaaksgiving was
·

founded?
Most people have heard ·the story of the
first Thanksgiving since they· were old enough
"'
to walk. But Americans should ·never tire of
hearing the tale of our forefathers who
courageously persevered,. thus laying the
very foundation for today's nation.
And, even more importantly, they knew
enough to give thanks afterward.
In 1621 , the Pilgrims held the first
Thanksgiving at Plymouth, Mass. The settlers
had given up family and friends, and in many
cases most of their worldy possessions,. and
came to America for a better lif�ne where
they could prosper and grow in a new land
which was based on freedom.
The winter of 1620 had been difficult for
the new settlers, who had been plagued by
sickness and scanty rations. The shelters
were minimal and the winter bitterly cold for
the vunerable settlers. Many died that first
winter.
But by autumn of 1621 things were better.
The harvest had been fruitful, and the settlers
were in better health.
So, to celebrate, a three-day festival was
held at which the Pilgrims, with the Indians as
dinner guests, ate wild game and fruits and
vegetables from the recent harvest.
Although the story of America's first
Thanksgiving may be an old one, it does
Americans good to remember-even if it is
Just once a year at Thanksgiving.
So this Thanksgiving, when gorging on
turkey and cranberry sauce, stop and
remember America's heritage and take time to
give thanks like our forefathers intended.
Everyone, even if they have to dig a little to
find it, has something or someone for which
they should be thankful. Whether it's family,
friends or even simply the break from school,
take time to stop and be thankful for your
blessings.
After all-it is ThanksgivinQ.
·

Pledge to live 'one nation under God
Ever wonder what it would be
like if one of the original Pilgrims
made his way into the 20th
century to question a college
student about how America had
progressed
since
that
first
Thanksg iving in the Plymouth
Colony?
It
w o u ld
p r o b ably
go
someth ing like this:
"Excuse me,
young man ..
Mind if I ask you where you are
going this fine Thanksgiving
Day?"
"Hey, look at the m an in the
funny pointed shoes. There's no glace like home.
There's no place like hom e . Check him out!"
"Why you are p recisely right , lad . There indeed is no
place like a man's home where he can be free to thank
God for the rich blessings he has g iven us. "
"Hey, rig ht dud e . That's where it's at, riches. I'm
going to make myself a million before I'm 25. Here's a
quarter for you to celebrate. "
"Excuse me, young man. It's so reassuring to read
that inscription o n you r coin. All our hard work has paid
off hasn't it?"
"Uh, here let me see that.Oh, yeah.United States of
America. That's right, dude.I worked hard for this. "
"But young lad , I'm talking about the inscription 'In
God We Trust . ' Please share with me ways in which
this is prevalent in your life."
"Prevalent? . ..Oh, uh, what was that it said again?"
"In God We Trust, young man. You do trust in God
don't you?"
"God, oh, well sure I do, I mean I've gone to church
before, you know. "
"Well tell me, what is church like here in the 20th
century?"
"Uh, well. . . it has a steeple and stained glass
windows. Of course , the Christmas lights and tinsel
really make tnln"gs nice. "

Julie
Lewi·s

"You see young man, we had to hold joint
in the homes of our friends.You afford such
"Joint meetings, wow. A guy could get
something like that nowadays. Of course,
roommates light up a few every now and
dorms.It's OK if you don't get caught."
'Tm sorry, lad. You are confusing me a
nation , it isn't illegal to join together in
homes to worship God, is it?"
"Heck no, but why would you want to do
that?"
"Why it's Thanksgiving, lad. It's a time of
that we first began with the Indians. You do
Indians, don't you?"
"Boy, are you stupid! The Indians are
team. But hey, the Chiefs are playing the
Thanksgiving Day. The games are my fa
the day , other than the turkey. "
"Ah, at least you do get together for a
enjoy the crops that you have worked
harvest . "
"Yeah, my mom hates to go to the store
hours putting all that food in her cart. She
every year, but I'm thankful."
"I see , young lad that you at least
Thanksgiving is celebrated and for whom
owe for these blessings."
"Yeah, sure dude . We celebrate it
only time mom can get all the family to
divorces and stuff make it hard.But I know
president of our university that makes it
He's an OK dude when it comes to Than
"Well, I must say my visit here has been
than discouraging, young man. I hope that
pass on,
you explain to your ch
Thanksgiving is all about. I urge you to
pledge . "
"What do ya mean by that, dude?"
"You know , One Nation Under God."
-Julie Lewis is managing editor of The
News.
·
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Let ters a n d c o l u m n s
represen t t he v i e ws
o f t he a u t'h o rs
The Dally Eastern N ews
.
Tuesday, Novem ber 24, 1 987

large number of students admitted, I
did not receive a housing assignment.
As of August, I still had not received
word of a housing assignment.
Therefore , 1' had to look for other
means of housing .
Considering the way my grades are ,
I am better off living in a dorm . For
these reasons, I would like to
d iscourage these freshmen students
wanting to move into an apartment
their first year.

of rhythm and soul
ing issue among a
dents here at Eastern .
entertainment is a craving
students . A craving
abstained while listening
radio station in the area.
soul is not only
radio stations. It is an
ranee to walk in the
and hear this fype of
played . Rhythm and soul
of some students , and
should be able to hear
Ired music as ·those that
dance and hard rock.
time slot on the
station would be a
and appreciated
problem.

deserve n o respect

ing. a nything
·rable here

·

·

Editpr:
This letter i s i n response to Steve
Smith's colum n in the Nov. 9 issue of
The Daily Eastern News . I find it
appalling to know that college women
posed for a nude calendar that would
be seen by other college students.
These women were from Northwestern
University, Northern Illinois University
and the University of !Illinois. It is bad
enough that women posed for this
Ciilendar, but men did also .
Why would these people want ·to be
seen by other students and take the
risk of being harassed? Do they realize
that they may lose respect? I lose total
respect for anyone who reveals their
body to the puplic for no reason .
I never thought anything of this
nature would come about. I am. glad to
see that Eastern stUdents have not
su,bjected themselves to this form of
behavior, and I hope it stays that way .
·

Ted Sloan

·

Craig Mordl

living better
h m en here
hman in college livin g in
s apartme nt. Freshm en
tern are advised not to live
ent their first year. My
proves that fresh man year
apartmen t has a lot of
With roomrnates that I did not
, the problem of not getting
as i f I were if'l a dorm .
, in particula r, there was a
r of freshme n enter i ng
��d, for s tu d e 9 t . 1l_oµ � i n g
this year. Because of the

Pr�gram recognizes· ·
outStanding students
_c1._ -�---

E(litor:
I would like to inform the student
body about the "Organization of the
Month " and "Student of the ' Month "
program . Every month , the Student
Awareness Committee will choose an
organization and student that has
shown outstanding contribution to the
u niversity .
Any organization can submit a
paragraph highlighting the services and
activities their organization or member
has accomplished during the previous
month . The Student Awareness
Committee will then recognize those
who are chosen by d isplaying the
name of the organ ization and student
in the -U n ion Walkway.
I encourage any students or
organizations to submit their ac
complishments !

Sha n non K i ndred
Student Senator
... ... .'

- -

Editor:
.
I am writing in regard to an article
printed in the Nov. 9 issue of The Daily
Eastern News about the lack of values
and ethics of students today according
to Dr. Barford . My question to Dr.
Barford is: do you feel students do not
have proper values and ethics because
theirs aren't the same as your own?
If Eastern decides to allow a class in
which stu dents are taught values ,
whose values will be learned? The
instructors'? Students should learn
their values and ethics from their family
and from personal experiences, not
from someone who may have an
entirely different set of values from
·

Cal endar model s

·

be

learned at home

Robin W i i iiams

.Derwin S. Threats

levels , poor food and lack
e dorm living anything
. Many accommodations
ences at home such as
privacy don't exist i n
When I triech o improve o n
ltions by moving out,
surprise, I found oµt that I
10 leave.
Office at Eastern only .
g contracts for an entire
lhrough· special cir�
such as marriage,
or dropping out is one able
contract.
Housing Office should offer
contracts for each
t just one for ttie entire
would be a great conall those who are trapped

Eth ics sho u l d

limps through the entire strip . The
author is attempting to retrospect
about the riot that occured many
weeks ago. He is making an i nfantile ,
b igoted statement about police of
ficers . He portrays "cops" as gun
happy , cold and unable to cope with
simple tasks without the use of a gun .
'"Campus Cop" is as humorous as a
Domino's pizza box.
There are two reasons that explain
why anyone <3Ven notices it. The first,
is its locatio n , which is right above
" Bloom County . " The second , is the
art portrayed . The art work is created
by the pinnacle of all amateur artists .
' 'Campus Cop" might think he is
Michael Jackson , but he is just BAD ! I n
fact, i t i s notorious. It c rushes the
author's reputation like a jellybean .

their own .

George T. Peters
Beth Robertson

Food service workers -.

Referend um failure
taught us a lesson

rude, disrespectful

Editor:
I am writing i n regard to the Carman
Hall food service. I had always heard
horror stories of " dorm food, " but I
was never warned of the students who
work there .
The personalities in the food ser
vices are comparable to the food they
are serving . Their u nfriendliness ,
disrespect and rudeness could be
excusable if they were forced to work
i n the kitchen . But since they volunteared for the positio n , I feel there is
no reason for tbeir attitudes . Regular ,
wages, short shifts and the ability to
make their own schedule are some of
the benefits . What more do th e y want,
·

a company car?
The students of Carman Hall pay
several hundred dollars to eat there ,
and we should be treated better. If
these people worked at a regular
restaurant and treated the customers
as they treat the students of Carman ,
they would soon be out of a job.
Maybe that would not be a bad idea.
J ust because .working in the food
service is not a glamorous job., I think
the workers should realize who applied
for the positions in the first place.
Melissa McCa Ila

'Cam pus Cop' stri p is
th i rd -rate cartoon
Editor:
The comit: stri p "Campus Cop"
should not t;) e allowed to reign terror
on the pages of The Daily Eastern
News . It is a third-rate cartoon u n 
worthy of space i n t h i s prestigious
. l)ey.tspape.r. It c,qntai[l�. -i;eP.etitious,
s op h rp�r,ip , nurn�c; aJ).<;I. t.tW:\.dialogue

Editor:
I am writi n g this letter for two
reasons; first, to commend those
1 ,9 1 1 of my intelligent fellow students
who voted no on the recreation center
referendu m . Also , I would like to thank
The Daily Eastern News for having the
courage to run editorials opposing the
university 's administration and student
goverment.
I think the failure of the referendum
taught us several · things not only about
ourselves , but also about some of
ficials at this u niversity who claim they .
are here to serve our needs. Why is it
that the Student Senate here ·at
Eastern packed busses last month to
. protest tuition hikes and goverment
cuts in education and then proceed to
try and cram another increase right
down our u nsuspecting throats? Where
were the busses and banners op
posing this increase? They made such
a fuss before , saying that students
couldn't afford a tuition increase . What
made them think we could afford a
student fee increase?
The Student Senate c hose to take
an approach that has t:?ecome all too
familiar to students at this university .
Knowing that students couldn't afford
any increase , they still tried
desperately to lead us like lambs to the
slaughter. Where were your
courageous efforts this time? The
answer is obvious. Our fearful leaders
were somehow afraid to oppose the
administration of the u niversity despite
what was best for th� students . What
else is new?
However, after observing Student
Senate reactions to budget cuts and
tuition increases there is st ill one
q u estion remaining i n ·my mind . Were
you guys playing politics o r are you
just plain hypocrits?
\i

.
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WEI U be nefit conce rt
to feat u re viol a rec ita
By MELINDA MITSCH

Staff writer

Burton Fine, principal violist of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra, will
perform a recital for the F�ends of
WEIU benefit concert.
The concert will be held at 7 :30 p.m.
Monday in Dvorak Concert Hall.
Fine will be joined by Ian Hobson,
conductor of the Sinfonia da Camera
and professor of piano at University of
Illinois.
The concert will feature Fine and
Hobson performing the "Sonata in F
minor" by Brahms and the "Hindemith
Sonata," said Elaine Fine, flutist and
music at WEIU"' director of classical
.
FM.
She added that Barbara Sturgis
Everett, member of Sinfonia da
Camera and associate professor of
violin at Eastern, will perform two
pieces at the performance.
The concert will also feature· a duo
performed by Everett and Fine for the
violin and viola by Mozart.
Fine is also schelduled to perform
with Everett for the Beethoven
Serenade.
Fine said the Friends of WEIU, a
group of people who support the radio
station, is financially backing the
concert.
.
She added that the concert is being
used as a fundraiser for WEIU.
Tickets, available at the Dvorak.
and
ticket office, are $5 for students
$10 for the general public.
Tickets will also be available on the
concert date starting at 6 p�m.

DAN RE!BLE I Photo editor

In over his head?

M i ke Crummley, left , Dave Paton , middle , and an unidentifieQ worker watch Mark Evens work in a hole as they' finish some sewer �orl< in .C harleston .
Monday .

"•

·

Writ i n g contest offers $50

By BRUC E UNDERWOOD
Staff writer

The annual Social Science Writing
Awards will. once again be given out in
the spl'.ing.
The awards are given for the hest
graded papers out of classes in the
department . of economics, history,
political' science, psychology and
sociology; said Jon M. Laible, dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences.
This is the first year the psychology
department has been involved, Laible
said.
He added the purpose of the award is
to promote good writing . among all
students.
"I am strongly in favor of the com
petition. Anytjiing that we can do to
support · student writing should be
encouraged," Laible added.
Lawrence Bates , an associate

professor of economics and chair of the
selection committee, said that this is an
"opportunity for students to show that
they indeed can write well. "
The awards are given for first place,
which carries a prize of $50, and second
place, which carries a prize of at least
$25 , Laible said.
The spring 1987 winner was Rod
Colliers. Karla Sanders was awarded
second place, said Sociology Professor
Gary Foster.
The criteria for judging the papers
of English ,
use
includes the
organization , creativity in topic
development and resource usage.
The quality of information, its
suitability for -the topic of the paper,
quality of documentation, synthesis of
information and validity of conclusions
are also . judged in determining the
winners.

Cam pus services to alter
hours ·o ver Thanksgiving

·

Several buildmgs and services at
Eastern will have altered hours over
the Thanksgiving break.
Booth Library will be open from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Tuesday and
Wednesday. The library will be
closed Thanksgiving Day.
The library will open at 4 p.m.
· Sunday.
On Tuesday, Eastern's check
cashing will be open from 9 a.m. to
12 p.in. Check cashing services will
resume Monday.

In addition, residence halls
10 p.m. Tuesday. Only
needing access to the residen
after that time because of
night classes and who also
counselors by Friday will be
in after that time.
-Gores on outside door locks
changed at that time.
Residence halls will reopen
Sunday.
Food service resumes
morning.

,.._----�--

CONVIS ER-MILLER CPA REVIEW
COMES TO . EASTERN ILLINOIS

Happy
21 st
B-day!

My
" Little"
Scotty
Neal

Love,
Stacia

·

Oate : Th u rsd ay� Dece mber 3
Ti me : 6 : 00 p. m .
..

Place : The U n ion Bal l- Room
•

Read ·
The
Daily
Eastern
. News

•
•

MAY: '87 CPA

EXAM - FREE
Y2 PRICE COURSE DRAWING
1987 TAX LAW - TEXT DISTRIBUTION

FOOD & REFRESHMENTS
"Don- 't Study Harder, Study Smarter "

conviser- miller
�
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be

y because some of the

be away and the agenda
many items to discuss,,
John North.
of tlrings to do, we just
meet," North said. "We
ve that much to cover. It
week, and some people
t.o be here anyway."
"Our constitution calls for
y twice a month, and we
·

"

ty

Senate's next regular
be held at 2 p .m. Dec. 2 in
"tion Martinsville rooni.

victim_
to c lass
. (AP)-A teacher who
welcomed back to school
hugs and flowers from his
aired students after
battle to return to the
·

, 43, of Long Ueach,
greetings
sign-language
ent.s at University High
Orange County com
they interrupted a news
was holding in the school .
t him.
.
later through a sign
rpreter that they weren't
t£hing AIDS from Chalk
know the deadly disease
tted
through
casual
handed Chalk flowers
·

·

him.

he was gratified by the
ough it didn't suprise

become their c_onfidant.

t.o me with all sorts of
eir naivete and openness
es' them more accepting

back."

· beth Espinosa, 18, said

interpreter that she has
for five years and he has
much.
conceded some will
fear his condition.
of one or two students
ts are concerned," he said.
they'll come to learn I pose
.and if they don't want
me, they'll have that

tern

Good as new!

Workers paint and clean the Buzzard Gym Monday as

By RUSSELL STARE

Government editor

Executive Vice President Trish
Nusbaum is waiting on feedback from
organizations that attended the . first
Round Table discussion.
The first meeting "went really well"
with
25
organizations
attending,
Nusbaum said of the discussion which
took place last Wednesday before the
regular Student Senate meeting.
Nusbaum said she got the idea for the

round table discussions from the
Allerton Park Conference , which she
- attended. She noted the conference was
designed for student government
leaders.
''I hope it (Round Table) increases
awareness of what is going on,"
Nusbaum said.
Nusbaum added
she
and
the
executive board are waiting on feed
back from the organizatfons to help
find ways to improve the Dec. 9 Round

good enough job in the. past," Meyer
said, adding, "and we're working more
actively now to support our case when
the general assembly reconvenes this
spring.
She said the BOG is encouraged by a
"great deal" of support from state
legislators, especially those in the
Charleston area.
·

�itness

In the initial days of the fall veto
session, Senator Howard Carroll (D
Chicago) had intended to introduce a
bill which would have appropriated $68
million to higher education, but Carroll
withdrew the bill fearing it would not
pass in the Senate .
Providing· that the bill would have
passed in the Senate, Weaver ·had

condition
Monday
at
Hospital in the critical care
internal head injuries.
Lightsey said Wainman

GASLA N D

Cigarettes

$ 1·'. 08

plus tax

Gen erics

All Bran ds

plus tax

Self Serve
900 Lincoln
C harleston

" "� .. .

.

from page 1

intended to introduce the bill to the
House.
'!,'he bill , while it was still active, had
been named ''The Christmas Tree Bill"
because of the several amendments
that were tacked on to it, Weaver said.
He added that the $2.9 million of the
$68 million figure was earmarked to
restore the BOG budget.

�������

and us. I am not saying she was
completely sober; it was an accident. It
is something that happens .
Wainman was listed in serious

85¢

�
Table . .
In addifr n, the rest of the executive
branch of student · government was
pleased with the Round Table.
They listen in on the Round Table as
the organizations discuss what is
happening with their groups, Nusbaum
said.
At the first meeting, Nusbaum said .
subjects like the Black Student Union
Fashion Show and· the Campus Car
nival were discussed.

�����-

For M il es of Smiles

at an
ood
nth er
ads I

part of the gym's remodeli n g .

N·u sba u m seeks feed bac k o n d isc u ss ion

More

few years, I have become

them, and they to me ," he

Dally

DAN REIBLE I Photo Editor

Burnham
unit with
.
was suf-

f�m page 1

fering from three fractures in the head.
Charleston . Police Chief Maurice
Johnson said lie did not expect to be
called in to investigate the case.

McDonald's
•
I®

I U t?§clC1'1
S ()t?Cici l !

· 6 Piece· Chicken
Mc N uggets
· Re�ular french · fries
·Medium son trlnk
AH tor: S 1 . CJ CJ
f'I U� ten.
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Dig est

Crossword

TV
5:30 p.m.
2 6-Too Close For Comfort

N I K-Car 54 '
TNN-Nashville Now
USA-Riptide

CNN-Showbiz Today

ESPN-NBA Today
N I K-NICK Rocks
TN N-Vi deocountry
5:35 p.m.
30-Carol Burnett and Friends
8:00 p·. m• .

;

:.

7:05 p.m.

30-NBA Basketbal l
7:30 p.m.
3 , 2 5-Peanuts: It's Your First
Kiss, Charlie Brown
T, 2 6-Growing Pains

2-Wheel of Fortune

CBN-Butterfly Island

3 , 7 , 27-News
·
1 0-Cheers
1 2-MacNei l , Lehrer Newshour
2 5-Fam ily Ties

. NIK-Mister Ed
f:OO p.m.

3 , 2 5-Movie: "The Gambler I l l :

The Legend Continues . "
7 , 26-Rolling Stone
Magazine's 20 Years

2 6-Three's Company
W E I U-Project Universe:

Astronomy
C BN-Rem ington Steele

1 2-Ring of Truth
C BN-700 Club
C NN-Larry King Live
LIF-Movie: "The Star Maker. "

C N N-Moneyline
ESPN-Sportscenter
LIF-Fam ily
.
N I K-You Can't Do That on

N I K-My Three Sons
USA-Boxing
8:30 p.m.
N I K-Donna Reed
TN N-Superstars at Home

Television
TN N-You Can Be A Star
USA-Uncle Sam Magoo

6:05 p.m.
3 0-Andy Griffith

9:00 p.m.
2 , 2 7-Crime Story

6:30p.m.

v

2Jeopardy !
3-PM Magazine
7 -Hollywood Squares

. 1 0-Barney Miller
2 5-Cheers
2 6-Love Connection
W E IU-News Scan 5 1
C N N-Crossfire
ESPN-Magic Years in Sports
N IK-M r . Wizard's World

·

·

ESPN-Spirit of Adventure
N IK-Rowan & Martin ' s Laugh-

9:20 p.m.
3 0-Movi e : "Across the
Pacific . "
· 9:30 p.m.

TN N-Fandango
6:35 p. m .
30-Sanford and Son
7:00 p.m.
2 , 2 7-Movie: "The Karate
.
Kid . "
3 , 2 5-Peanuts: A C harlie
Brown Thanksgiving
7 , 2 6-Who's the B oss
1 0-Hoover vs. the Kennedys
·
1 2-Nova
C B N-C rossb.o\v
Cl\IN-News: Shaw/Waters/Wi-

1 0....: N ews

TN N-Video Country
1 0:00 p. m .
2 . 3 , 7 , 1 0 , 2 5 , 2 7-News
1 Q-Jeffersons

1 2.,- Doc tor Who
26-Akhbar'.s Daughter
WEIU-Sign Off
C BN-ReminQton Steele

CNN-Moneyline
ESPN-Truck and Tractor
Pu llin g
·
LIF-Cover U p
NIK-Ann Sothern

LIF-Lady Blue

AC ROSS
To a distance
F ragrance
Rosemary, e.g.
Come in
second
15 Novafro of
silents .
16 Feat for Scott
Hamilton ·
17 Vex
19 Here Hannibal
was defeated
20 I nternational
merchant ·
21 Tap
23 A memorable
Coward
24 Swindle
25 "An -.
Rhapsody' ' :
Ward • .
28 A Caroline ·
island
30 "The 
Reason " :
Paine
33 Music group
35 German
playwright
Hochhuth
37 Regret
38 "Off the
Court" author
39 Jet se t
41 Surfeit
42 Jazzman
Winding
43 " - ! poo r
Yorick " :
H a m let
44 1:.ike some
cheese
46 Van Gogh

·

C BN-Celebrity C hefs
N IK-Monkees

- il:ams
ESPN-Pool

1
5
10
14

1 0-News
1 2-Story of English
C BN-Straight Talk
C N N-News: Walker/Hart

14 Com media
dell' 65 Kind of pie
66 Location
87 Disinformed .
88 Duck down
89 Animation

DOWN
1 Sheltered, at
sea
2 Jim mie of
diamond fame
3 P. D.Q.
4 Use a woofer
5 Alpine crest
. & Seldom
7 · General
B ra dley
8 Pithy remark
9 " - of robins
. . . " : Kilmer
.

TNN-You Can Be A Star
USA-Alrwolf

10 Pledge's
problem
1 1 E mulate ,
Baron
Munchausen
12 San - , on· the
R iviera
13 Sheep sound
1.8 Opposite of
: supine
22 Edith
Giovanna
Gassion
24 Primer pooch
25 Honshu city
2e· Composer
Franck
2 7 Cheer
29 Go up
31 Exterior.
32 G ratifies
34 Hill, in Arabic
36 Regatta unit
40 Alley

·

� Cl���
•
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lB' For Rent

"MY SECRETARY" RESUME
packages and typing services.
Reasonable prices,
excellent
service. 903 1 8th . 345- 1 1 50 .
9 a . m . to 5 p . m .
_________ 1 2/ 1 1
COPY-X
207
Lincol n ,
Charleston, II. ( 2 1 7)345-63 1 3.
TY PESETTING
RESU M E
SPECIALS.
______ 1_ 211 1

APARTM E NTS
STU D E N T
STILL AVAILABLE FOR ONE,
PEOPLE.
FOUR
OR
TWO,
PRICE STAATING AS LOW AS
PER MONTH EACH.
$ 1 20
APARTMENT RENTALS 820
LINCOLN, 348-7746.

Huge 2 b d rm . apt.
Water and trash p/u
month . Call 345-72
. 7341 .
Rooms for
Seventh,
6th
campus ,
345·53
monthly, utilities inc

oo

______

Dorm Size refrigerators and
microwaves still available for
rent, also vacuums $5 per day.
348-7746.
oo

______

' 81 1 5 .

2 Bedroom house. Non·
furnished. 1 1 th and Lincoln.
345-6544 or 3 45- 2 2 3 1 .
1 211 1

2 Bedroom apartment, need 1
female roommate. 2 bedrOom
apartment,
need
1
mal e
roommate.
McArthur
Manor.
345-6544 or 34 5· 2 2 31 . ·
______

oo

______

OVERSEAS JOBS . . SUmmer,
yr. round. EuroP&. S. Amer:. ,
Australia, Asia. Al l fields. $900·
2000 mo. Sightseei ng. Free
info. Write IJC , PO Bx 52·1L03
Corona � Mar, Cl\ 92625.
_______ 1 2/ 1
TEAC HERS-Posmons
are
available for December '87
grads working with ages 0-6.
Recruitment for positions for the
current 1 9.87·88 school year is
NOW! Join a developmentally
oriented (Piagetian philosophy)
team of child care specialists.
Suburban
campus.
Benefit
Package. Psychology/Sociology
grads eligible. Phone 3 1 2-945·
4290. Resumes to Deerfield
Day Care Center 445 Pine
Street Deerfield, IL. 600 1 5 .
_______ 1 2/3
Needed one writer for various
re ports-Page
One
Tavern
contact John Ward.
-�------ 1 1 /24
Graphic artist needed. Must be
able to do 4-color separation .
Phone 348-82 1 8 ask for Chuck,
J . B. or R egg y . ASPA. Past work
history req uired .
______ 1 1 /24

______

Need 1 serious,
smoking, (upperc
to share with 1 other
nice- c.lean · place ·
1 60.00 includes
share . electric,

3 7 7 1 ..

1 21 1 1

2
bedroom
apartments,
McArthur Manor. 345·6544 or
345-223 1 .
.
______ 1 2 11 1

WANTED: MAN/SHARE TWO
BEDROOM
F URNISHED
APARTME N T .
. AVAI LABLE
IMMEDIATELY. 345-4846.
____ 1 1 /24
Male subleaser needed. Own
bedroom, quiet area, uptown.
Call 345- 1 589.
_______ 1 2/ 1
Available now and spring
semester, 2 bedroom apart
ments. Phone 348-7 746.
-�---0
--- 0
Female subleasors needed for
2 BR. Apt. Heat i ncluded, 3452206.
____ 1 1 /24

1 -2 non-smokers
bsmt. apt. Patio
neighborhood
Prefer
serious,
classmerl , · 1 60.00
share electric,
37 7 1 .

� For Sale
Ford Gran T
wagon 1 974, runs
offer 348- 784,7 .
Dodge Aries
nearly new tires,
kept. $2600
. . MUST
37 7 1 .

" DO-IT-YO U RSEL F "
C LASSIFI ED AD FORM

EXCITING BOSTON Sports,
Night Life, Excitement! Enjoy the
Boston area for one year as· a
live-In childcare Nanny.
Ex·
cellent Salaries, many benefits.
Call 6 1 7 • 794·2035 or write
One on One, 1 o Berkeley Lane ,
Andover, M a . 0 1 8 1 0. Inquire
now for spring, fall and summer
placement.

Name _________________

Phone

--------'C 1 1 /24

113' Adoption

Ad d ress ___-=--�-:--:----:-'--.....,.. -...,...

ADOPTION: Happily married
white couple eager to adopt an
infant . We offer love and many
opportunities to · explore lite.
Your child wiU grow up in a large
renovated VICtorian home. Call
collect ( 3 1 2)·477·3639. Best
times:
after
7 :00
p.m.
or
weekends.
____c;
__
1 1 /24

41 Carpenter's
frame
43 Large land
mass
45 "The Cloister
and the
Hearth � '
author
47 Ma rried in
haste
49 R icochet
5 2 -·- fraiche
54 Stage d\rection
55 River to the
Caspian
56 First opera
composer
5' Hang
·
58 Upbraid .
59 '.' - boy ! "
60 0bserved
83 Clock-dial
number

[!f Roommates,

Student teacher needs female
subleaser,
spring . semester.
Rent negotiable! Call 348- 1 659.
______ 1 1 /24
Subleasers· needed for fur
nished Apt. Own room, garage,
clean & excellent location . 3485593.
_______ 1 2/4
Female subleasers needed for
spring semester.
Very nice
apartment close to campus.
F i replace,
balcony, · own
bedroom. Call 345-2584 .
-�..-- 1 1 /24
..,
....,....
�
.,
..,.......,.
Male Subleaser for . spring.
Nice,
2
floor, . townehouse
$ 1 65/rno. 345-2363. Dan .
______ 1 1 /24

[!f For Rent
Quiet 1 bedroom furnished
apartment near square, uWitles
paid. Available December call
345-4336.
______

1 2/ 1 1

1 or 2 MALE SUBLEASERS
NEEDED, furnished apartment,
$ 1 1 0 per month each. Call 3485973.
____ 1 1 /24

·

U nder classification of:
. Dates to run · -----�COST: 20· cents per word first day, 1 4 cents per
consecutive day thereafter (minimum 1 O words) . S
half price-ad MUST be paid for in · advance. PL

checks for amounts less than $ 1 . 00. Lost and Found'
ru n FREE for three days.
Place ad and money in envelope and deposit in Ne

Union · by 2 p.m. one business day before It Is to
News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered
or in poo r taste.
Student? (Student rate y, price)
[J YES
ll NO
Payment: [J CASH

0 C HECK

Campus clips
·

Sigma Rho Epsll9n is having a service project
Monday , Nov. 30 at 7 : 00 until 8: 1 5 at the Tull
House . We will be
playing Bingo with the .

residents . Bring cars and yourselves to Buzzard
C i rcle Drive by 7 : 00 p . m. Everyone should attend.

Campus C li ps are published daily, free of c harge ,
as a public service to the am pus. Clips should be
submitted to The Daily Eastern News otticeby noon
one bu;;iness day b.efore date
be published (or

c

4-../J

[!f For Rent ·

[!? Services Offered

Earn extnl money. Sell Avon.
Call Pam at 359- 1 5 77 or Cheryl
at 235-247 1 . or Jan at 258-

painted here

48 Pos. opposite
50 Pitchers
51 A Roosevelt
53 J acob's first
wife
55 Tumult .
57 - box
6 1 Harvest
2
fish�
.

Dudllne 2 p.m. previous day.

·[!f He_lp Wanted

1 0:30 p.m.

2 , 27-Tonight
3 , 2 5-MASH

1 0-Magnurn . P. I .
. 1 2-Movie : "Counsellor o f the
Law . " A self-made lawYer
driven to near suicide by
perSQnal problems.
2 6-Nighttine
CNN;-$ports
ESPN-Sportscenter
N I K-I Spy
TNN-Nashville Now
1 0:35 p.m.
7-Win, Lose or Draw.
1 1 :00 p.m.
3-Quincy
2 5-Diamonds
26-PTL Club
C BN-Burns and Allen
C N N-News: Walker/Hart
ESPN-Australian Rugby
LI F-Flamingo Road
USA-Dragnet
1 1 :05 p.m.
7-Nightline
1 1 :20 p.m.
30-Movie: " Midnight Lace . " A
story about a terrified heiress
whose life is threatened .
1 1 :30 p.m.
2 , 2 7-Late N ight with David .
Letterman
1 0-Movie: "The Getaway. "
Steve McQueen and Ali
MacGraw play husband and
wife bank robbers.
C BN-Best of Groucho
N I K-Car 54
U SA...:._E dge of Night
1 1 :35 p.m.
7-Superio r Court ·
Midnight
3-Ric hard Roberts
26-NQAA Weather Service
C B �ec k Ben n y
C N � rossfire
ESPN-Ski World
LIF-To be announ ced
NIK-Mister Ed
TNN-New Country
USA-search for Tomorrow

responsible for 1n Incorrect 1d 1fter' Its first I

.

T u e sd a y ' s

,

Report errors Immediately 1t 581 ·281 2. A correct

1ppar In the next edition. Unless notified, we

date

of

name of sponsoring organization, (s
Greek letter abbreviations) , date, time
event, plus any other pertinent inf
and phone. number of submitter must
Clips containing , conflicting or c

formation will not be run if submitter
contacted . Clips:will be edited for s
Clfps submitted after noon of .deadline
be guaranteed publicatio n . No clips.
by phone. C ! l p s wlll.�e 'Pfl'P
j_ JM.••

to
event). Information s.h3�1� }'!.c!u.d� .�.":r..!� � �,-�!,.Q!,
,

___

1

_::.:_ :::._

__ _

e s d a y ' sc t as s l
� Lost/Fou nd

� A n nou ncements

Reward ! Large antique flag , 48
stars. NYLAND printed on white
band . Call 345-5976 after 4
p.m.
____ 1 1 /2 4

Quick Cash-We Buy Gold
Class Rings Starting & Coins .
The Pawn Shop Downtown on
Square. 348· 1 0 1 1 .
______ 1 2/ 1 1
Dorm Size refrigerators and
microwaves still available for
rent, also vacuums $5 per day
348- 7 7 4 6 .
00
REWARD $ 1 0 0 - 1 50 . 00 I am
d es p e rate l y
seeking
the
recovery
or
substantial
in·
formation pertaining to a stolen ·
l i m e - g reen
C an n o n d a l e
Mountain Bike. Was stolen Wed .
all .
e
8
tac : 6 h u k·�
8
____
·
__ 1 1 /2 4

� A n nou ncements
b/w long
e. Vicinity
345-6606 .
___ 1 2/ 1
Gray lsotoner
courts across
Pick up at
!---- 1 2 / 1

fl e d a d s

NOTI C E ! All ads must be
accompanied
by
the
name
address , and phone number of
the person placing the ad in
order to run. The N EWS must
have this information for file
purposes.
_______cT,Th/00
DeBaun ·
Valerie
Congratulations on activation!
I'm so proud of you . Love, Mom .
· _1 1 /2 4
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
J E N N ERS
an d
DEMPER:
Congratulations o n the iong
awaited event of getting pinned !
It's about time! Love, Jackie &
Deb
______ 1 1 / 2 4
L I Z KALLA-What else can I
say
e x c e pt . . H A P P Y
AC·
TIVATI O N !
Love ,
your
AST
Mom .

��� �

� f�� ��� �

LAST CALL FOR SKIERS!
Additional
space
added
on
Sunchase · rours Sixth Annual
Collegiate Wfnter Ski Breaks to
Steamboat, Vai l , Breckenridge
or Winter Park from only $ 1 54
including five or seven nights
lodging , lifts, picnics, parties and
races. Over 4 , 000 participating
so far! Call toll free for full color
brochure and reservations 1 ·
800-32 1 - 5 9 1 1 TODAY !

Report errors immedia tely at 581 -28 1 2 . A correct ad wil l
appear In t h e next edition. U nless notifled , . we ca n not be
respons ible for an incorrec t ad af1er its first in sertion.
Deadline 2 p.m. previous day.

� An nou ncem ents

� A n nou nceme nts

C O N G R ATU LAT I O N S
TO
DAVE BE NNETT, E R I C A N 
DERSO N , R O N KRUEGER AND
JON
HOUSER
ON
GOING
ACTIVE ! !
WE
KNEW
YOU
COULD DO IT. WE LOVE YA,
D
A AND J I LL
1 1 12 4
C O N G R AT U LAT I O N S
TO
R O N KRUEGER, T H E N EW
GRAMMATEUS. WE ARE SO
PROU D OF YOU GUYS! LOVE ,
DANA AND JILL
______ 1 1 /24
DEBBIE LESLIE-Get psyched
to go to Big Batavia. Maybe my
mom will make us some FLAT
FISH ! ! -Amy.
______ 1 1 /24

Norman WEBBER, I had a
great time at formal . Thanks for
everything . Happy Anniversary
Love you , Amy.
____ 1 1 /24
Tau Kappy Epsilon wou ld like
to congratulate DAVE STEWART
On being named Honor Pledge
for Fall 1 98 7 . -TEKES.
____ 1 1 /24
Dana Zilinski , Congrats on
activation. Now let's go to IKE'S.
Tau Love, SonDa.
______ 1 1 /2 4
Betty J o Coy: Congratulations
on going active ! I'm proud to be
your AST mom! Love, Kim .
______ 1 1 / 24
B. B. Thank you for· being mine.
You ARE the best thing that has
every happened to m e . I LOVE
YOU ! Happy Thanksgiving . Jr.
____ 1 1 /24
C lassified advertisements are a
great way to show a friend you
care
h-OO

Atl\

C AROL MAC H : You did a
fantastic job as the Om icrons'
pledge "mom" . Thanks for al l of
your dedication ! Love , your AST
sisters .
____

1 1 /24

ALPHA P H I 'S H A V E A HAPPY
THAN KSGIVI NG ! !
_____ ___ 1 1 / 2 4
The Roses of Sigma Tau
Gamma would like to wish Dawn
Lugo a very happy Birthday
______ 1 1 / 2 4

ANNE H E LM : You did a g reat
job with FORMAL' We all had a
BLAST! Love , Your TRI -SIG MA
SISTERS
__
__ 1 1 / 24

9
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IZI DC. S
S PRING SEMESTER
LEASES

CENTURY 2 1
WOOD
Jim Wood

�45-4488

NO
WORK ,
WE
(:,E.T TO WAi�
i="OO""T'BP-1..L
AL.L
Mf L()� . ...

BLOOM COUNTY
\.-\�N � S & \'1
. . . . .s o
,

YA

345-9 2 2 2
7:00 ONLY
7:1 5 ONLY

235-35 1 5
5:00 • 7:00
UI

\N G ?
\...

. . • . •. •

\ \( E

-r \-\ A N � S /

5:1 0 • 7 : 1 0
4:45• 7:1 5
5:00•6:45

I E FORE 6 P M

A

AH./ FINAIJ.Y.1
A {.{)#UY
Cl/5TOMU?. /
WMOMe /

Y€5.

I

I

Come ski the slopes
with
Alph a Sigma Tau
·

I nform al Rush- Dece mber 1

5:1 5 • 7:1 5

258-8228

F o r info rmati o n
Ca l l
345-7236

by Berke Breathed

....�
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������...-.--.
.
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: Unsu re about what to get t hat spe c ial
so m eone fo r Ch ristm as?
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Prop 48 players added to college rosters
omores.
tion 48, which set minimum
requirements for incoming
athletes, put 90 Division I
prospects on the bench last
from practicing or
the programs that are
· way through school.
many are back,
a year older
.
wiser.
ti bas five of them, Michigan
the best. And many of the
in the country, including
No. 1 Syracuse and Notre
be relying on Proposition
in and help .
Coach Bill Frieder will get
from Rumeal Robinson and
, two big reasons why his
. � in the preseason poll, but
thinks about what cpuld
·

___

have been last season.
added. "Because all these kids, the ones
''If anybody has a gripe about this
who had to sit, and even the ones who
thing," said Frieder of Proposition 48,
didn't, will need the learning for a
"it should be me .
much longer time than they11 be able to
"I lost two of the greatest players in
play basketball. "
the country. With Rumeal Robinson, it
They may have been the best-known
was one thing . . . but we were really,
members of that group. Mills was
really shocked when Terry
didn't
selected to the all-America teams of
qualify," he said. "The fact that he
several national publications in 1986
didn't play may have cost me four, five, . and rated the No. 1 high school player
maybe six victories last season."
in the country by one; Robinson was
Frieder figures to get those wins back
similarly honored but they likely won't
this time around, although he thinks it
be the only new faces crowding into the
will take Mjlls and Robinson a while to
spotlight traditionally reserved for
make up for lost time.
freshmen.
"I have no doubt they're behind
Just down the road from Frieder, for
basketball-wise, especially on the
instance, Illinois will be taking the
defensive end of things," said Frieder.
wraps off Nelison Anderson, Illinois'
''But they're better off academically ,
Mr. Basketball of 1986, and Ervin
socially they've benefitted, and if they
Small ,
Anderson's
teammate
at
work hard enough, they11 catch up on
Chicago Public League powerhouse
the floor soon enough.
Simeon High.
"And in the long run, I'm convinced it
Ohio State does the same with Randy
. will turn out to be a good situation," he
Doss,
whose
brilliant
career
at

f
6- f
·

ISU

Kni.g ht apologizes to fans

tition at the Southern
be as tough as the St. Louis
ausland said, referring to
y meet on Friday and
t "there just won't be as many
as there were at St. Louis."
to be at Chattanooga are
'onal champion Iowa State,
Iowa's eight-year streak of
ehampionships; Atlantic Coast
teams Clemson, North
and North Carolina State ; Big
Oklahoma State; and Oregon

INDIANAPOLIS (AP)-lndiana
Coacli Bob Knight, embroiled in
another incident caused by his
uncontrollable temper, admitted he
was wrong in Ol'dering his .team to
forfeit its exhibition,basketball nine
to the Soviet Union.
Knight pulled the Hoosiers off the
floor with 15:05 remaining in
Saturday's game aft.er he was eject.ed
following his third technical foul.
"I apologize to our fans for what

a

the game .
The show was to be broadcast by
WTTV and other Indiana stations
Sunday night. Knight allowed Bob
Hammel, sports editor of the Herald
Telephone in Bloomington, to attend
the taping. Hammel's report on the
program was published in Sunday's
editions of the newspaper.

ausland said. "I'm looking

t.o it."
g the Southern Open, the
will. travel up the road to
for the Illinois Open meet
at the University of Illinois.
•

plers open their home season
right State Dec. 1 1 at 7 :30
tz Gym.

Q !S!ntuc!tJ
lf Ft1ed Chlcken .
.

Tuesday Special

Chicken
Dinner

3 pc.

plus tax
1 07 W. Li ncol n

ROMfi�S

$5 .oo

�

A ll Nig h t spe cia l

FREE
D ELIVER Y

I
I
.. I
I
I

M

S m all Pizza . . . . . . . . . . , 3 9 ' ;i1u- : ."
Med i u m Pizza . . . . . . . . . . . . � · ' p l u ' t ,, ,
Large P i zza . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '> " ' :) l u , , ., ,
1 hem T h i n C w s t
Not valid
Expires
12- 15-87
w i t h a n y o t hB r offer

�---�- - - - --------

·

1600 Lincol n

.
C:
o Ch ampa1gn

!

g.
0 25¢

j

:

·

Includes Free Pepsi
and Free Delivery
&Tax

L

Stan -Kuczynski

WELCOME TO TH E BON D
FA S T DELI VER Y
Open at 1 1 a. m .
Every day &
4 p . m . o n Sundays

•

Yours In The Bond, "

THE MEN OF GA MMA OMEGA
_,. ,

\

Old Style 1

Stroh's or Old C:

$ 1 00

16 oz. Bud

S

8-1 0 w/coupon for FREE

Get in for 50e without coupon

ty1e"O

or§
i

.J

I Joe Wicham in"LUGR" with I
I T
Stroh's I
75 ¢
Bob
I
I
(").
C:
0
$200
·

Tracy u rner, Marty
WeatherfOtCI,
Hiltebeital & Erine Teal
High Energy Rock &
Q. Ro l Light Show.
� Songs by Dokke n,
0 Rall, Ozzy, Scorpions.
MoUey Crue, ACIDC

l

()

•

)

pitc he rs 010

$200

- - - -- - - - - - - IT�r;daY.sea�d- - - - - - ,
1 6 oz.

or Old Style
1 6 oz. Bud

$ 1 25

0/
C:

or B u sell

Screwdriver

Rum & Coke
Fuzzy

'8

Navel �

�

Get in 8-1 0 w/coupo for FREE

.JI

r-: - - - - - - - - - - - ,

:

i

Fr day's Band
Joe Wicham

in"LUGR"

1 Tracy Turner, Marty
C: eatherford,
Q1 H !ltebeital & Erone Teal ·
C:. High Energy Rock &
::::> Ro l Light Show

Bob

�

l

O Songs by Dokken ,

(,)

Rall, Ozzy, Scorpions,
I MoUey Crue. ACIDC

I
L

75 ¢

$2 00
$ 1 25

I

with

!
(")
Q

16 oz. Stroh's
or Old Style
16 oz. Bud

C:

or Busch

Screwdriver "O

0•

Rum & Coke
Fuzzy

Navel ij

I

Get in 8-1 0 w/coupon for FREE

----

- - - - ..J
r::,Saturday's
---- - 75
- ¢- -Stroh's
- ::w
1 6 oz.
Band

I I ntroducing
I "DIONYSOS"
§� Exciting &

.

TH E TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE
CONTINU ES !
"

Get in

I

Jon Houser
Ron Krueger

Hot Dog
p0pcorn

I

3 4 5 - 3400

Jim Nelson
Rob Nibbe
Rob Owens
John Skicki
Da ve Ste wart
Mike Suda/
Jeff Vollmer

1 m N. �
Charleston, I I
345.9732

r.Wednesday's
------- Special'
--�
Band
Drink
I "TIGHT SQUEEZE"
I
I
I
oz.
Stroh's
or
6
1
60 ¢
• Rock & Roll from

I
I
I
I

THE MEN OF
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
PROUDLY PRESENT THEIR
Eric Anderson
Dave Bennett
Brian Bresnaha·n
Bill Hansen

Lu.. "'� ·

';/ ,

- - - - - - - COlJP0\ - - - - - - -1

l

from page 1 2

·

NEW ACTIVES

Medium
1 Item Pizza

_._
_
_
_

Spoo said of Otolski's seven-year tenure
at ISU .
The Redbirds were ranked third in
the
preseason
Gateway rankings
behind Northern Iowa and Southern
Illinois after amassing a 5-5 overall
record and 3-3 in the Gateway in '86 .
Eastern knocked off the 14th-ranked
Redbirds 1 5-9 on Sept . 19 and · the
'Birds never returned to the top 20.
"I don 't tliink he knows what he's
going to do, " said sports information
director Tom Lamonica of Otolski's
pla ns .
Otolski was in his 2 7th year of
coaching and was a graduate of Indiana
Central U niversity in Indianapolis.
The South Bend, Ind. native played
tight end and punted while at Indiana
Central and signed a professional
contract with the Denver Broncos, but
never played because.of an inj ury .
Prior to his liiring at ISU , Otolski was
an assistant coach under Lee Corso at
Indiana U niversity .
The search for a successor will begin
immediately, according to Lamonica.

The Soviets, helped by six free
throws
following
the
three
technicals against Knight, were
leading · 66-43 when the Hoosiers
followed their coach into the
ne
dressing ro.<>Dl· Knight refused. to
interviewed after the game or make
his players available for interviews.
The Soviet team and coach also
declined comment.
"I had said publicly that winning
the game wasn't important to me,"
Knight said during the show. "I
didn't think it was a game we could
have won under any circumstances. I
think the Russians played niuch
better than we did.
"As.far as taking the team off the
floor, there are things I wish I could
do over again . That is one of them."
Indiana, the defending NCAA
champion, trailed the entire game
but rallied from 13 points back to
within five early in the second half.

should have been a good evening . . .
chance to see our . players play,"
Knight said in remarks tai>ed after

the Pacific-10.
get to wrestle · against teams
y don't see, like the ACC

day
cia l

·

Mills

t.s at 158 and 167.

�

·

·

from page 1 2

$ 1.99

Chicago's Leo High made him one of
the most sought-after mem�rs of the •
1986 prep class.
In the Big East, look for prep all
America Earl Duncan to make a splash
the
though
even
Syracuse
at
Orangemen, runners-up last year to
Indiana, return playmaker Sherman
Douglas and gunner Matt Roe .
Cincinnati unveils five Prop 48 '
casualties, most notably Louis Ballks J
Southern .
and Levertis . Robinson;
Mississippi, last season's National
Invitation Tournament winner, adds
10 Roger Boyd; Memphis State goes 1:
into battle this season bolstered by the 1
services
of 3 -point
sharpshooter
Cheyenne Gibson; and West Virginia
debuts Chris Brooks, a 6-6 fireplug in
the Charles Barkely mold.
.
Notre Dame will make a splash in the
Prop 48 poll, giving superb playmaking
guard David Rivers · another finisher in
6-9 forward Keith Robinson.
. '
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1 6 oz.
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Lady Pa nthers open with u nfam i liar P u rd ue

By BARRY BOTTINO
Sports editor

If Barbara Hilke's indications
Saturday's
correct,
are
women's basketball opener at
Purdue will be more like a
blind date.
''They know more about us
than we know about them,"
said Hilke of the Boilermakers,
who finished 1 8-9 overaff1ast
season and fifth place in the
Big 10 With a 10-8 record.
Although Purdue scouted the
Lady Panther's scrimmage
Friday night in Arcola, Hilke
contends that she only knows
of the Boilermaker recruits
that she has scouted in high
school.
,
"We recruited a lot of those
kids and we know they've had
very good recruiting classes the
last two years," said Hilke, who
led her troops to a 1 7-13
overall record and an 1 1-7
Gateway Conference mark.
This is going to be a good
barometer for our team," Hilke
said. "We're more worried
about our team than their
team. We just need to play
somebody," said Hilke, whose
team has been in practice for
nearly six weeks.
"We're decent - defensively
but we're just not executing
offensively. We're ahead of
where we want to be defen
sively ," Hilke said.
The Lady Panthers will ne�d
a big lineup to battle the
BOilers' front line of 6-4 senior
center Christa LaCroix, 6-0
senior forward Lisa Jahner and
either one of Purdue's 6-3
freshman fo rwards, Jane
Calhoun or Rhonda Mateen.
"They have extremely tall
starters_, but I don't know if
that's for effect," said Hilke,
who doesn't believe first-year
Boilermaker Coach Lin Dunn
can keep with her running
philosophy.
''I question -whether she has
·

·

,,

·

DAN REIBLE

Senior co-captain Ann Brown (with ball) looks to make a pass to
junior g uard Shelly Ethridge (left) w h i l e j u n ior center Brenda Webb
defe nds on the play during Monday's practice session in Lantz
,

Gym . The Lady Panthers open their season Satur
Lafayette , I nd . , against the Purdue Boilermakers .

----the talent" to run up and down seniors Ann Brown and Kerry time to start the season.
second-leading
the floor, Hilke said.
Walsh, juniors Brenda Webb
"We just need to get our
season (1 1 .9 ppg)
The Lady Panthers will lead and Lisa Tyler and freshmen heads into it," said Hilke,
the Big 1 0 in bl
with 5-8 junior and 5-9 Stacy Frierdich and Beverly whose 1986 squad lost its first with 54.
sophomore guards Sheryl Williams.
four games.
The Oak Creek ,
Bonsett and Barb Perkes and 6Freshman forward Cathy
The Boilermakers are led by also led the Bo'
3 sophomore - center Laura Williams (no reiation to its leading scorer for the past a . 560 field-goal
Mull, who grew 1 112 inches over Beverly) is sidelined in three years in 5-8 senior point
The Lady .p
the summer.
definitely with an ankle injury.
guard Sharon Versyp.
counter with Pet
At the forward spot, the
"We have gOOd depth," said
The Mishawaka, Ind. , native "' and Mull , wh9 was
Lady Panthers will rotate a Hilke, who admitted her team averaged 13.2 points per game. Gateway in bloc�
multitude- of players including shouldn't need a big transition
La Croix
was
Purdue's
45 in 1.9 86.
_

·

·

ISU dis m iss es· Oto ls

By BARRY BOTTINO

Sports editor

Citing the team's poor reeord in the
Gateway Conference this season as the
main reason, Illinois State Athletic
Director Rob Wellman dimissed head
football Coach Bob Otolski and his staff
Monday.
The Redbirds finished 3-7 overall this
season and 0-6 in the Gateway Con
ference including a season-ending 4817 loss to Northern Iowa Saturday
after Illinois State led 1 7-7 in the
second quarter.
The 50-year-old Otolski accomplished
a seven-year record of 30-4 1-3 in his
tenure in Bloomington and was ISU's
16th coach in 96 seasons of football.
The Redbirds have won only four
games .in the Gateway in the last three
years and have lost their last eight
league contests in a row.
"We're all in the business," said
Eastern Coach Bob Spoo. "And we
understand what the business is about.
That's unfortunate, and I just hope it
doesn't happen to me. "
Spoo also said Otolb..U had also
nominated a Ia:rge number of his
players for the Gateway all-conference

team.
"I guess that just
that you c� have all the
world but if you
toge·;.:1er, you can't
certainly had an oppo

(See lSU�

